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INTERFACE TESTS FOR EVALUATING ABILITY OF PRESSURE-SULkED
SUBJECTS TO P_FORM LUNA_R SCIENTIFIC TASKS
By Earl V. LaFevers and Curtis C. Mason
Manned Spacecraft Center
SL,rlvi_ARY
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center conducted mobility studies with subjects °_
wearing an Apollo developmental space suit pressurized to 3-7 psig near Bend,
Oregon, on August 24 to 28, 1964. Activities were performed to determine time
and ability for climbing and traversing, and for performing scientific experi-
ments. Velocity for climbing and traversing varied from 0.06 mile per hour for
climbing a 30° extremely rough-s_'faced slope to 2.84 miles per hour for walk-
ing on an ideal surface. Subjects were able to perform the entire range of
scientific tasks as long as the task did not require delicate manipulation on
a surface at the level of the subject's feet. Only the simpler tasks could be
performed at this level. Improvement in both exploration techniques and suit
design is therefore required in order to assure that all scientific tasks may
be performed.
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
A lunar surface scientific activities test program has been developed to
evaluate the capabilities of space-suited subjects to perform tasks representa-
tive of normal f_eld geological exploration activities.
Little is known about pressure suit performance capabilities in field ex-
ploration activities; therefore, the need exists to determine the potential con-
straints in terms of time, mobility, and safety in the development of the lunar
surface activities segment of the Apollo mission.
The primary purpose of this field test program was to ascertain the capa-
bilities of space-suited subjects to perform lunar-related tasks on terrain
representative of that expected on the lunar surface. In addition to deter-
mining performance capabilities of the subjects, the test program was designed
to provide performance times that would serve as evaluation criteria for con-
straining final lunar surface exploration procedures.
The tasks accomplished, the problems encountered, and times required
to perform the tasks are reported for one phase of the test program. Definite
time lines for performing lunar tasks carmot be established until the entire
program is more complete.
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The task procedures used in this program represented a broad spectrum of
normal field exploration activities from which representative performance times
could be obtained while the activities were performed on representative lunar
surface are_,
Five general types of activities were planned: (1) passive instrument em-
placement, (2) geophysical seismic traverse, (3) activities to be used as a
baae for extrapolating to 1/6g conditions, (4) geological sampling procedures,
and (_) anchor bo_t emplacement.
For simulation of passive instrument emplacement, models of an integrated
instrument-telemetry package, a radiosotope thermoelectric generator (RTG)
power supply_ and long period seismometers were set up, oriented, and leveled.
This proccd'_e determined the time and ability of an astronaut to emplace
equipment that would record data and telemeter the results back to earth after
the astronaut had departed from the lunar Surface.
i
The geophysical seismic traverse consisted of attaching a miniature cable
to a seismic recorder and walking thA'ee 200-foot distances while being directed
to keep on a straight line. At 200-, _00-2 and 600-foot points, a striker
plate was placed on the surface and struck with a geologist's pick. This plate
provided a source of seismic energy_ and recorded instant of origination of the
energy. .A geophone was emplaced to sense future seismic impulses. The geology
and terrain were recorded by two photographs _aken at right angles to the line
of traverse. This test determined time and ability to perform aseismic survey.
Activities used for extrapolating results of the test program to 1/6g con-
ditions_ consisted of 30- to lO0-foot traverses over terrain of varying diffi-
culties and angles of slopes up to 31_. Tests at a later date will use 1/6g
devices on-builz_up surfaces resembling those traversed in the field tests as
closely as practical_ Time required, using 1/%g devices, will be-compared to
times measured in the field. I
Geologic sampling procedures consisted of measuring time and ability to i.
orient and take geologic s_nples of various types under varying conditions.
.. Anchor bolt emplacement activities tested time, _bility, and safety as-
-pects of using an explosive stud-driver to emplace anchor bolts envisioned for
fastening down scientific equiPment.
,. PROCEDURE
Selection and Description of Test Sites
The field test program was conducted near Bend, Oregon. This area was
selected because of the freshness and variety of volcanic material types found !
in the area and the following criteria: (I) an area containing several differ-
ent geologic surface structures more representative of the terrain which may be
encountered on the lunar surface, (2) an area with mild S_m_mer temperattu'es,
J
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and (3) an area within reasonable proximity to other go@ernment facilities
capable of supplying necessary logistic support, that is, heavy transportation,
electrical generating equipment, portable lighting equipment, et cetera.
One week before commencing the field test program, test areas for demon..
strating performance capabilities were selected and laid out. Three si_e5 were
selected, all located within 50 miles of Bend.
;
Site i.- Site i was located in the Cascade Momltains at an elevation of
approximately 5200 feet and consisted of _o areas of structurally differeL_v
basaltic lava. The areas were only a short distance apart. The first was an
aa type (blocky basalt) lava field characterized by jagged and crag_ rocks
which were tightly packed with blocks averaging I foot in diameter with a _tand-
ard deviation of 0.5 foot. The flow is from i000 to 2000 years old. The =or-
ward edge of the flow is a steep, rough, 30° slope, about _0 feet in length.
The top cf the flow is a plateau with extremely rugged, local protuberances
covered by blocks similar to those found along the forward edge. Traverses
were made up the 30o slope and over portions of the plateau. The terrain at
this site was the roughest encountered on the field trip and is probably worse
than any !unar-landing site normally considered for the lunar excursion module.
The second area was a pahoehoe type (ropy basalt) lava field characterized by
huge, tilted blocks of ropy and undulating, but relatively smooth, lava pene-
trated by numerous deep fissures (many over lO feet in depth). T_is flow is
approximately the same age as the first field. Fifty-foot traverses were per-
formed on Slopes of 12° and 21°, and 600-foot traverses were performed over a
relatively horizontal course. Deep fissures I_ to2.5 feet wide were encoun-
tered and negotiated about every 50 feet along the horizontal traverse path.
Site 2.- Site 2 {s characterized by a smooth, relatively flat plain cover-_
ed to a depth of from 12 to 20 feet by loose, finely powdered, p_mice ash. The
plain was formed by a pumice ash fall from the explosion of Mt. Mazama(ances-
tot to Crater Lake) some 40 miles from the test site. This ash fall is approx-
imately 6500 years old. Elevation at site 2 was 4600 feet. The pumice field
was quite soft, especially on some of the local slopes, and the climbing of
these slopes (varying from lO° to 30°) resulted in sinking to depths comparable
_o those encountered when climbing up beach sand slopes. Traversing the pumice
plain resulted in considerable kickup of pumice dust.
Site 3-- Site 3 consisted of a obsidian lava field covered by relatively
loose, extremely sharp and brittle, nor_vesicular glass material intermixed
with about 20 percent highly vesicular obsidian blocks. The rubble material
has an average diameter of 1 foot with a standard deviation of 0.5 foot. In-
terspaced over the area were larger blocks, some 9 to 6 feet in diameter.
The lava (age estimated at 2000 to 3000 years) had a high silica content. A hard,
compacted, pumice ash field is at the base of the flow. Traverses were made on
both the obsidian flow and the hard pumice. Traverses on the obsidian flow in-
cluded horizontal traverses along both the rubble-covered foot of the flow and
up 20° and 30° slopes along the forward edge of the flow. Traverses on the hard
pumice ash field included traverses along a level surface and climbing traverses
up an 18° slope.
3
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Task Procedure Definition
The task procedures developed by Fanned Spacecraft Center represented a
broad spectrum of normal field exploration activities. These procedures, which
were conducted on all of the surface structures, are outlined in the appendix.
Subjects
Three subjects, designated subjects l, 2, and 3, were used in the program.
Subject l, an astronaut, participated during 3 days of the testing. Subjects 2
and 3 were test engineers. Three subjects were scheduled because of the antic-
ipated workload and the desire to obtain comparativ e measures on different sub-
jects performing the same task procedure. Each subject was scheduled for no
more than i_ hours of task activity during a day's run.
r
j DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMEI_ , •
Equipmeht requlre_ent_ for support of this testprogram included: i
(1) pressur_e garment assemblies, (2)_portable life support systems, (3) exter-
nal thermal garments, (4) geologic hand tools, (_) communications equipment, :.
(6) geoiogicequipment mockups, and (7) performance aids.
Pressure Garment Assembly
Two Apollo developmental pressure garmen_ assemblies (PGA) were used in
the testing. Each garment was comprised of a limb - torso suit, a moveable
visor helmet, and gloves. Each garment was capable of maintaining 3._ psig.
Although the suits were not the latest development model_ they were used be-
cause they were the most readily available at test time and actually repre-
sented little departure in mobility capabilities from the then current Apollo
development suit.
Portable Life Support System
Three portable life Support systems (PI_S) _ere built up for this program. !
Two of the systems when fully charged weighed 40 pounds each, the third weighed I
47 pounds. The two 40-pound systems were primary systems, eachcapable of pro-
ducing 40 to 45 minutes of oxygen when the Suit pressure was maintained at
3.7 psig. The heavier PISS was used primarily as a backup system. Each PLSS
shell contained an open-loop cryogenic ventilator modified to be a reclrcu-
lating system. Expected output performance for these ventilators included a
12 ft3/min PGA inlet orjgen flow, 0.1_6 part/million leakage, and an inlet
partia!pressureof C02of I_ mm Hgat3_Tpsig _t_ h psia). A pressure gage
was used to monitor back-pack performance during the tests.
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External Thermal Garment
An external thermal garment (k'fG)was supplied for each suit. The two-
piece garmeut was made of multi-layered aluminized mylar with an outer white
dacron layer. The upper portiou of the ETG encompassed the PLSS. Thermal
gauntlets were also available, but were not used over the intra-vehicular
gloves since they were too large and did not permit an adequate grasp of equip-
ment. Special overboots of vinyl plastic material were worn. These boots were
of a type used by the astronauts in the Mercury program in the final launch
site transit phase to the spacecraft. Total weight of each PGA and ETG (less
bher_,algloves) waz approximately 37 pounds.
) Geologic Hand Tools and Equipment Mockups
Standard geologic hand tools and:equipment used in performing the task
procedures included geologic pick, scoop, abney level, Brunton comPass , geo-
phones, and scribers. Also included were a metal stud-driving device and mockm
ups of a seismograph, a nuclear power supply (RTG), aud a seismic recording _
package (black box). The simulated seismograph, black box, ard RTGunit were :
used in performing the_passive instrument empl%cement. In addition, the black
box was used in pe_rf0rming the geophysical traverse. The hand tools were used,
as required, in all of the procedures. The stud driver, a device that Uses % _
.22-caliber cartridge which imparts a force sufficient to drive a metal stud •
into the face of a rock, was used for the anchor bolt emplacement. _ _.
Performance Aids
Two types of performance aids were used. One was a Jacob's staff which
was modified to prow_de limited tool-carr2ing capabilities; the other was a
luna-walker. Two _ersions of the walker were used, one a five-legged unit and.
the other a smaller four-legged unit. The frame of the four-legged unit was
rectangular in shape, whereas the five-legged walker was essentially half oc-
tagonal. The luna-walkers were desi_led for the primary f_ction of carrying
hand tools and other equipment required in Che field. This method of carrying
tools eliminated the necessity of hanging the tools on the man or requiring
him to carry them in a hand bag, and, in addition, made them readily accesslble
for use at all times. A secondary function of the walkers was providing body
stabilization during times that rough terrain and suit mobility constraints
| compromised the normal capability. Serving a similar function was the Jacob's
staff. It is anticipated that certain types of very rough terrain might re-
strict the use of a device such as the luna-walker, but that a Jacob's staff,
I modified to incorporate limited equipment-carrying capabilities, could_ suffice.
The Jacob's staff used in this program was modified by constructing flat sur_
faces on the lower end of the staff which allowed the attachment of fixtures to
hold several of the more frequently used hand tools. This device would assure
hand-tool accessibility in the areas where the luna-walker is inappropriate
and also would provide assistance in traversing the area.
5
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Com_r_uications Equipment
Communications to the test subjects in the pressure garment were by hard-
line. Walkie-talkie sets were utilized fn_ maln_a:_nlng contact b_tweer, person-
nel working in different areas too far removed for normal voice communication.
GENERAL PROCEDURE
Field testing began the morning of Au_ast 24, 1964, at site i. Equipment
preTaration and the setup of a base of operations w_re comp!etea by i0:00 a.m.
A PISS •technician was responsible for furnishiog fully charged PLSS, as re- ,
quired, to support the program. The PLSS was filled with liquid oxygen on site.
Two to three units were_used during a day's work. The two 40-pound systems
were used as th_ primary means for oxygen, venti_lation,_and pressurization.
When minor maliunc_ions in one of these systems-requ_re_ troubleshooting the
system to find the fault, the backup 47-pound syste_i:_a_ used. Such 0ccasions
were few and caused only minor disruptions during a_/_a_'s activities. Apollo
space suits were serviced by a suit technicisu _d_o_sSisted the subject_dt_ring i
donning and doffing of the suit and was ge. _ ""_ _-_" ____........_J_._iblefor assuring the
availability of an operable suit _eu it was,gequirea. A,_ _,_SCmedical monito_ _
periodically assessed the physical well-being of the subjects° Pulse rate and
body temperature of the subjects _:_e monitored i._mediately a(ter each task _
and again after a 5-minute rest p_riod. _
Data collection consisted o_"perforlm_nce times and subjeL_ :_ appraisal
of performance caPabilities.
First .]_y'_ Activities
Subject 2 performed during the mJ_r_iug session on !L _,laB, and sub-
ject 3 during the afternoon session on the ,_ahoeho_._,_"o ne first trial of
subject 2 was to climb a 31° slope for a dis'_ance - ' 5( ,._to_ . in the Apollo pres-
sure garment under a vented (0.18 psig)condition. TL_....trial was performed
primarily to familiarize the subject with hazards _o b_ encountered in this
type of traverse. This was the onlY trial for which the suit internal pressure
was less than 3.7 psig, that is, all other procedures performed during the pro-
g_am were with the suit pressure at 3.7 psig. Subject 3, in regular clothing,
followed close].y behind and observed the performance of subject 2. After a
brief rest period, subject 2 descended the slope and prePared for the second
trial which entailed the same procedure except under a pressurized suit con-
dition. The modified Js _.ob'sstaff was used as an assist in the climb. After
a sufficient rest period (lO to 15 minutes), subject 2 traversed the top of the
aa lava flow for a distance of lO0 feet using the modified Jacob's staff as an
ass_'st.
Subject 3 in the afternoon session performed three travers? procedures:
(1) traversing up and down a l_° slope, 40 feet in length, using th_ five-
legged luna-walker, (2) traversing up and down a 21° s±ope, 45 feet in length,
6
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usir_ the Jacob _" staff',and (3) traversing a 350-foot course which included
relatively level stretches, slopes of varying degrees_ and several large, wide
crevices. On this last traverse, subject 3 used the luna-walker as an aid._
Second Day's Activities
The second day's activities were conducted at the same location as the
first. Subject 1 performed during the morning session# and both subjects 2 and
3 during the afternoon session. During the morning session, su_.ject 1 performed
traverses on both of the lava types. His first traverse was up the 31° slope
of aa lava. He used the Jacob's staff as an aid. Following this, he performed
the same exercises as did subject _ the day before on the pahoeboe la_. On
the long traverse, subject 1 negotiated 500 feet of the laid-out course.
Subject 3 performed the first procedures' in the afternoon session• He
traversed a distance of 200 feet across the top of the a_ lava fl6w. The first _. ._-l_
lO0 feet: he did not use an aid. The Jacob's staff was utilized during the
second 100 feet of the traverse. His traverse_ up and down, of the 31° slope
was accomplished with the aid of a'rope which was secured at the tbp of the
slope. Subject 2 concluded-_the day's activities with_a 45e-foot traverse on '_ _J _ *
the pahoehoe lava _nplacing several anchor-bolts (metal Studs) into an outcrop _ -_
of lava. He used the Jacob's staff in 3he traverse and a stud_driving gun for _
the anchor bolt emplacements. Prior to each emplacement, subject_ 2 loaded the -.
! gun with a metal stud and a .22-caliber blank cartridge which provided the _'
driving force for the stud. _ ', _ ,_
Third Day: s Activities _
The location for the third day's activities was site-2. Activities at _' _
this site included: (1) geophysical traverses, (2) sampling traverses, (3 _ pas-
slve instrument emplacement, and (4) slope climbing.
During the mornir_g session subject 1 performed a 600-foot geophy_,ical tra-
verse and then repeated with a 400-foot geophysical traverse. _ completed the
morning session by perf_zming the passive instrument emplacement procedure, and
by attempting to climb a 30° slope of loose pumice. _
During the afternoon session subject 2 performed a 400-foot sampling tra-
verse. Loose rock samples were pla_ a_ intervals of 100 feet. .._bject 2.
travezsed each lO0 feet carrying the re,Jr-legged walker, stopped at the loose
sample, knelt down and retrieved it# and placed in in a storage pouch provided
t_ • O
on the walker. His second task procedure involved climblng t_ a oO loose
pumice slope approximately 30 feet in length. He used the four-legged walker
as an assist. Subject 2 completed the day's activities by traversing a level
distance of 320 feet on the loose pumice, carrying the walker.
7
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Fourth Day's Activities
Site 3 was the location for the last day of activities. Subject 1 again
performed during the morning. He traversed up and down an 18° slope of hard,
compacted pumice for a distance of 90 feet, carrying a metal container weighing
about 30 pounds. He repeated the procedure without the container. Follo_,ing a
brief rest period, subject ? climbed an obsidian slope ranging from 20° to 28u
for a distance of 132 feet. 'Fnisclimb was performed without the aid of the
Jacob's staff or luna-walkers.
During the afternoon, subject 3 donned the pressure garment and traversed
a distance of 200 feet across a relatively level but very rough area of loose
obsidian. At the end of the traverse, he selected a large sample of obsidian
and emplaced t_mee anchor bolts into the face of the sample with the use of a
stud driver. He loaded the stud driver prior to each emplacement. Next, the
strike and dip of the sample were taken with an abney level. Finally, sub-
ject 3 traversed 250 feet of hard, compacted pumice.
Subject 2 completed the day's activities by performing a traverse of
75 feet across the level, but rough, obsidian. He placed and leveled a seismo-
meter mockup on a large obsidian rock, the slope of which subtendad an angle of
16° from herizontal.
RESULTS
Times required to ascend and de- , _ '
scend slopes of various difficulties are • .i_ ',
listed in tables I and II. The 31° aa _".. , : " _- '
slope, with a slope distance of 50 feet ....,"-_ -.
(fig. I) was climbed _ncp.earh by sub- • _ _ Y
jects i and 2. Subject 2 climbed the _': _ •
slope, using a Jacob's staff for aid, in k
12 minutes 20 seconds. Subject i, also z-.-- . _ ..
using the Jacob's staff, climbed the __._.;:_'__":]_i"":': _ "'_same slope in 8 minutes 8 seconds, How- ' . ..... ,_ "_...
ever, about two-thirds of the way up the . ,-,
slope, subject i fell and punctured one _J_i"_-- '-k, , ._ .: _ ._, _
of the intravehicular gloves. A 15- __, _°' :" _ _. _;,_minute delay was required to replace the .. ..
glove. .."Nnefall was caused by a combi- _ _ _ ' .f "
nation of visor fogging and loose mate- , _ "_,_ _
riai on the slope. After the pause, l" ' " : _ .'
subject i continued to the top. _ne • "_, •
shorter overall climbing time obtained .... _,
• t ,
by subject i was, in part, due to the • • - "_
rest at the two=thirds point. However, ' .
Ingeneral, subject I performed tasks ......... __
more rapidly than the other subjects.
Both subjects 1 and 2 were fatigued when Fig_Are 1.- Subject 2 using a Jacob's
they reached the top of the slope, staff for aid in climbing a 31° aa
slope.
8
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TAB_T.F.II.- TI_ REQUIRED TO DESC_D SLOPE .- I_TDICATING SUBJECT' S ABILITY _D
CLINB DOWN SLOPES OF VARIOUS DEGREES OF ROUGHNESS AND STEEPNESS
| ....
Slope Type T_me, Subject Aid used Remarks
Slope, distance,
deg ft material min: sec
31 50 aa 3:52 3 Rope
21 45 Pahoehoe 1:23 3 Five-legged walker
21 45 Pahoehoe 0:30 1 None
20 30 Loose 0:16 2 Five-legged walker
pumice
18 50 Hard 0:18 1 None Carried
pumice 30-1b
box
12 40 Pahoehoe 0:28 3 Fi_e-legged walker
12 40 Pahoehoe 0:19 i Five-legged walker
n
Subject 3 ascended and descended _
the slope wi_h the aid of a rope at- * __ •
tached at the top (see fig. 2). Ascend- • #_
ing time was 2 minutes 54 seconds; de- / i_ _ -
scending time, 3 minutes 52 seconds. '
Subject 2 in his unpressurized suit \ JJ'- _F- ---"climbed the slope in 2 minut s 53 sec- _. ,.
onds. _.
A 30° slope (fig. 3) in the loose -_"_-_ _
pumice area was attempted by subject i. J -
He reached about the half-way point and >
stopped because of visor fogging and _ "
backpack troubles. This slope was the _
most difficult of all to climb. Be- _ _-
cause of the extreme looseness of the - I _
material, the subject would slide back _"
almost as fast as he could climb. _ / _ .
, /_; q
Subject i also climbed the 28° ob- _ /.
sidian slope shown in figure 4. It re-
quired 4 minutes 45 seconds to climb a ,/ •
distance of 32 feet along the slope sur-
face. _lthough this slope looked the
roughest, it was the easiest to climb of Figure 2.- Subject j using a rope for
all the approximately 30° slopes, aid in climbing a 31° aa slope. _
i0
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Figure _.- _ubject 1 using a Jacob's Fig_"e _.- Subject 1 climbing a 28 °
staff for aid in climbing a ._0_ obsidian slope.
loose pumice ash slope.
"l"ngeneral, slopes a_p_oaching 3d _ were diff.icult to climb _d_r earth's
gravity conditions. If they are as difficult to climb under 1/6 gravity con-
ditior.s, then an _id such as a rope should be provided for climbing these
slopes. Difficulties encountered in 30° slope climbing are due to poor down-
ward visibility, lack of mobility at the hip joint, and the workload required.
Slopes near 20° were climbed in all areas except the aa area. Subjects 1
and 3 climbed the 21° pahoehoe slope which has a 45-foot slope length as shown
in figure 5. Subject 3 used the five-legged ltlna-walker sho_n in f_gure 6.
Ascending time was 1 minute ll seconds; decending time, 1 minute 23 seconds.
Subject 1 used no aids in negotiating the slope. His ascending time was 1 min-
ute 7 seconds, descending time was 30 seconds. In the loose pumice area, the
20°, 30-foot slope, shown in figure 7, was climbed by subject 2. It took 1 min-
ute 8 seconds to _limb this slope with the aid of the four-legged walker, and
16 seccuds to descend the same slope. In the obsidian area, subject 1 climbed
two successive 20_, 50-foot slopes. Times for climbing these slopes were 2 min-
utes 17 seconds and 2 minutes 25 seconds, respectively. Subject 1 climbed a
hard surface, ].8°, 50-foot slope while carrying a 30-pound container as shown
in figure 8_ Ascending time ,_as 59 seconds, descending time was 18 seconds.
Time to ascen_ the slope without the container was 35 seconds. No great diffi-
culties resulting from the steepness of the slope itself were encountered in
ascending 20° slopes, although a slowing down of the average rate of travel was
noted. This amounted to a reduction of surface speed, compared to level terrain
ll
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Figure 7.- Subject 2 using the four- Figure 8.- Subject 1 climbing an 18° ,
legg_edwalker for aid in climbing hard, smooth pumice slope while
a 20Q pumice ash slope, carrying a 30-pound weight°
12
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speeds, of fro_ 75 percent for the most difficult traverse areas to 34 percent
for the easiest traverse area.
Subjects 1 and 3 negotiated the 12 °, 40-foot slope in the pahoehoe area
shown in figure 6. With the aid of the five-legged walker, the slope was as-
cended in 31 seconds and 39 seconds, and descender in 28 seconds and 19 seconds
by subjects I and 3, respectively. Subject 3 also ascended the slope in 24 sec-
onds w_th the aid of the Jacob's staff. Bot_ ascent and descent of the 12 °
pahoehoe slooe were accomplished at a faster rate than simple traversing over
long distances. The subjects did not become fatigued on the short distance_
the slope had no crevices to negotiate.
Times required to tz_verse across relatively level surfaces in all areas ....
are listed in table lifo In the aa area shown _n f_gure 9, subject 3 traversed
I00 feet in 4 minutes 43 seconds using no aids, and I00 feet in 4 minutes 30 sec-
onds using the Jacob's staff. All three subjects traversed in the pahoehoe area
shown in figare i0 Subject 3 t_versed __50feet in 12 minutes 27 seconds with
the aid of the five-legged walker. However, some of this time was taken up in
an equipment check. Subject i, using no aids, traversed 500 feet in ii minutes
28 seconds. Subject 2, using the Jacob's staff, traversed 350 feet in 7 minutes
15 seconds. Subjects i and 2 made two traverses each, using the four-legged
walker in the soft pumice ash area (fig. ii). Subject i walked 600 feet in
5 minutes 13 seconds and 400 feet in 3 minutes 57 seconds. These distances were
walked in 200 feet increments with geophysical activities at the end of each
200 feet. Time for these geophysical activities is not included in traversing
times. Subject 2 required 2 minutes 51 seconds to walk aO0 feet, stopping each
iOC feet to pick up a float sample. Time to pick up samples was not included
in the walking time. it required ! minute 23 seconds for subject 2 to walk
320 feet at top speed. At the base of the obsidian flow shown in figure 12,
subject 3 required 6 minutes 55 seconds to traverse 200 feet. On the hard,
smooth pumice surface in front of the flow, he traversed 250 feet in i minute.
Traversing speed varied from 0.25 mph in the roughest area to 2.84 mph in the
ideal area, an order of magnitude difference. Average speeds for traversing
and slope cli_oing are summarized in table IV.
A comparison of walking and cl_nbing rates is given by the graph in fig-
_e 13. Since walking rates on level surfaces were studied in greater detail
than climbing rates, these data were used to plot a normalized curve. The most
difficult surface to traverse was plotted on the left edge of the graph and the
most easily traversed on the right edge. Intermediate suzfaces were plotted in
such a manner that points representing traversing velocity and traversing diffi-
culty fell on a straight line drawn between the two extreme s1_rfaces. Veloci-
ties for ascending and descending slopes of various degrees were then plotted
by using the horizontal positions (position representing traversir_ dif_culty
of the surface) thus established. Both ascending and descending slopes co_-
sisting of loose p_ice ash were more difficult than level traversing. In as-
cending these slopes, the effect of slope angle on velocity was large. For
level traversing, loose dust material was midway in difficulty between the most
difficult and the leas[ difficult surfaces; but ascending the 20 ° slopes was
a_iost as difficult as ascending 20 ° obsidian slopes. Although an actual time
was not taken, ascending 30° pumice ash slopes appeared as difficult as ascending
13
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Figure 9.- Subject 3 using a Jacob's Figure 10.- Subject 1 using five-
staff for aid in traversing a legged walker for aid in tra-
level aa surface, versing typical pahoehoe
surface.
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Figure ii.- Subject i pe-_'forminggeo- Figure 12.- Subject 3 using a Jacob's
physical traverse in loose pumice staff for aid in traversing along
ash using four-legged walker to the base of obsidian flow.
carry equipment.
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Figure 13. - Relationship between surface type, slope angle, and velocity
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30 ° aa slopes, the most difficult of all surfaces to traverse. Other variations
of climbing velocities were normal.
Times required to perform various active and passive experiments are listed
in tables V and VI. Stud-driving, by means of a .22-caliber stud driver
(fig. 14)_ was attempted by subjects 2 and 3. Subject 2 first attempted to
drive the stud into a flat pahoehoe surface at the level of his feet. In the
kneeJing position, the subject could not reach the working surface and keep one
_nd free to strike the stud driver. The activity was then attempted from a
prone position, but the subject was too immobile to place his arms in front of
himself tc accomplish the work. Stud-driving _as then attempted on a surface
28 inches high. Fou_. stud-drivings were attempted. _wo _ere complete_r suc-
cessful. One attempt was too near a _eathered edge of the rock, and the rock
broke loose. The other attempt was on a slightly sloping surface, and the stud
driver was not held flat against the surface and the stud bent. In the success-
ful attempts, there were no flying rock fragments. In the two unsuccessful at-
tempts, there were some fragments ejected, but the velocity was not sufficient
to damage the thermal garment or visor. Subject 3 drove three studs success-
fully into a slightly vesicular obsidian rock about 14 inches above the land
surface. Time required to load the gun and drive three studs was 3 minutes
6 seconds. Starting nuts on the studs for fastening down equipment presented
no problems.
Simulated active and passive geophysical experiments were carried out by
subject i in the loose pumice area. For the active experiment, time required
to set up and level a package attached to a photographic-type tripod (see
fig. 15) and to attach a minature cable to it was i minute 32 seconds. In the
passive instruments portion of the study, i minute 5 seconds was required to
perform the same exercise without connecting a cable. Time required to kneel
down, remove the striker plate from the fo_-legged walker, place it on the
ground, and remove the geologist's pick varied from 20 seconds to i minute
40 seconds. Average time was i minute i0 seconds. Time required to place the
geophone (f_g. 16) w_th the spike base in the ground, replace the striker plate,
rise, and take two photographs at right angles to the line of traverse varied
from 57 seconds to 2 minutes 13 seconds with an average time of I minute i sec-
ond. Time required to walk the 200 feet between stations was discussed pre-
viously. For the passive instrument emplacement, it required 2 minutes 8 sec-
onds to carry the seismograph model 80 feet, set up and level it; i minute
20 seconds to take the cable tu the black box and connect it; 40 seconds to
carry the radiosotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) model 40 feet and place it
on the grgund; i minute to take the power cord to the black box and connect it;
and i minute 5 seconds to orient and level the black box (fig. 15) for a total
time of 6 minutes 13 seconds. Difficulty was encountered in leveling the
seismograp_ on a soft surface because the small feet did not adequately support
the model; as a result 3 the model could be only roughly leveled. If a long-
period seismometer is to be emplaced on a loose dust surface, it should be de-
signed to be emplaced on a large flat base, Leveling of the seismometer on a
hard surface (fig. 17) was achieved in 6 minutes 47 seconds. This time is prob-
ably more representative than time required in the pumice area.
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Figure 14.- Subject 3 using a .22-cai- Figure 15.- Subject i fastening cable
iber stud driver to emplaee anchor to simulated instrument-telemet_
bolts. Note anchor bolt emplaeed _eks4_e mounted on photo_aphie
to right of stud driver, tripod.
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I Figure 16.- Subject I emplaclng geo- Figure 17.- Subject 2 fine leveling
phone on loose pumice surface, a long period seismometer.
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Time required for subject 3 to take strike and dip of an outcrop surface
(fig. 18) was 3 minutes 33 seconds. Subject 2 used a scoop (fig. 19) to re-
move loose material, about 2 inches thick, from a buried sample. Time was
I minute 30 seconds for removing material sufficiently to work on the surface
of the sample.
Collecting small, float s_nples was performed in the loose pumice area and
obsidian flow area rapidly and efficiently. No times were taken for this
activity.
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Figure 18.- Subject 3 using an abney Figure 19.- Subject 2 using scoop to
level to determine dip of outcrop remove loose pumice ash from a
sur#ace, buried rock sample.
RECOmmenDATIONS
As a result of these tests_ it was found that a method must be found for
performing tasks requiring gooa visibility and mobility at the ground level.
This could be accomplished by improving pressure suit mobility, designing
equipment or _sk structure so that tasks could be performed with the hands
and fingers no less than 12 inches above ground level, and designing a sup-
porting harness system so that the astronaut could be supported in a prone
position, that is, upper torso supported but legs and feet on the ground at an
elevation convenient for work at the ground level. !_
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The l_a-waiker must be redesigned to incroporate the suggestions and
recommendations that emanated from the test program.
The sole_ _ific activities requiring descent into craters whose _zalls sub-
tend angles of 30° or more from the horizontal %'ill require a performance sup-
port. The iuna-walkers and Jacob's staff are not fully adequate.
The extravehicular gloves to be designed to provide protection against
high temperature levels on the lunar surface require a high degree of finger
and hand mobility.
1
Further performance tests are already scheduled for _ gravity simulator
devices. These tests will be performed on inclined and level planes covered
with material closely simulating the field tes_ surfaces at Bend, Oregon, to
detex_nine the effect of reduced gravity in performing t_sks. In addition, a
more comprehensive mission activities test program will be performed at Manned
Spacecraft Center using the lunar surface simulation area and a lunar excursion
module mockup. These tests will establish more precise times for each phase of
1
lunar exploration. Tests will also be performed in aircraft flying _ gravity
trajectories to determine the mass and bulk carrying ability of a space-suited
subject.
CONCLUS 10NS
It is generally concluded from the results of the field test program that
the performance requirements for lunar-related tasks are well within the per-
formance capabilities of the astronauts. Performanee of the three subjects,
including one astronaut, was better than expected when the nature of the ter-
rain and the pressure suit constraints upon shirt sleeve mobility are considered.
More specific conclusions are as follows:
(1) Performing scientific tasks requiring delicate manipulation _-:th the
hands and fingers at ground level was essentially impossible under 1 g because
of the immobility of the developmental pressure suits.
(2) Performance aids, such as the luna-walker and-Jacob's staff, appear
justified both to carry tools and to aid in walking. When only the aid to
walking was considered, opinions of the subjects varied as to the usefulness
of the luna-walker and Jacob's staff. One subject preferred to use neither;
another used the Jacob' S staff and the luna-walker to advantage; and the third
used the walker more than the Jacob's staff. The luna-walker was not useful on
steep, rocky slopes, but was useful in crossing crevices on the pahoehoe sur-
face. It also aided in rising from a kneeling position during the active geo-
physical traverse and in climbing the 20° , loose, pumice ash slope. It appeared
to be useful for transporting equipment. Perhaps part of the material covering
the front of the _Blker could be eliminated for better visibility. The Jacob's
staff was useful in traversing the more rugged terrain in addition tc being a
23
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Jconvenient carrier for geologic tools. Consensus of the subjects was that both
the Jacob's staff and the l_-walker were useful devices. Also, a rather
simple support such as a rope attached at the top of the crater could serve as
a useful aid in descending into craters whose walls subtend angles of 30° or
more from the horizontal.
(3) Performance of a 3-hour extravehicular lunar excursion could require
both a luna-walker and a Jacob's staff. Attachment points on the wslker would
be provided for attaching the Jacob's staff.
(_) The Apollo intravehicular glove used during the tests provided suffi-
cient ;_'ingerdexter_'_y required for the many tasks to be performed on the lunar
surface.
(3) Space-suit helL,or design must consider visor fogging problems and
downward vision capabilities.
All tasks performed in the Bend, Oregon, area were performed under earth
gravity conditions. Under lu_lar conditions of 1/6-earth gravity many of the
tmsks may be less difficult to perform. This fact must be kept in m_nd in
mpp!ying the numerical results obtained in these tests. Future simulated
I/6-gravity tests will be performed to obtain information needed to extrap-
olate these data.
Manned Spacecraft Center
National Aeronautics and Sp_ce Administration
Houston, Texas, August 17, 196_
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TASK PROCEDURES
I
I Activities to be Used to Extrapolate to _ Gravity
4
J Thes _ activities will be short traverses over difficult terrain. All walk-
i ing will be confined tc 30- to lO0-foot traverses. Each action will be repeated.
Equipment.- Jacob's staff and luna-walkers.
Procedure.- Two types of tasks will be performed: walking on a level sur-
face and climbing a slope.
A. Walking on a level surface under the following conditions:
1. Loose, rough material.
[
2. Protuberances that can be stepped over.
3. Protuberances that can be walked around.
4. Protuberances that must be negotiated.
_. Loose, soft material.
(a) Carrying luna-walker with hand tools mounted on it, start at
point marked by paint or a flag with walker in P_nds ready to walk on signal;
start walking at a deliberate pace (start stop watch and count number of paces
needed to reach end point). When end point is reached, stop stop watch, and
record the time and the number of paces. Pa_e for a short rest and then turn
around and prepare to repeat procedure going in the other direction. Repeat
procedure.
(b) Walk with luna-walker, carrying hand tools, and play out
piano wire. Use same procedure as described in (a) except set star drag on
reel to play out line, and, at start of procedure, have an assistant stand at
the starting point and hold the en_ of the line.
(c) W&lkusing Jacob's staff. Use same procedure as described
. in (a) except use Jacob's staff instead of luna-walker.
These three procedures are the same for all five surface conditions except
•| for condition 3, procedure (b), where care must be taken to keep llne straight
I as it is being played out.
B. Slope climbing under the following surface conditions for io° , 20° ,
and 30° slopes:
25
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i. Loose, rough surface.
2. Protuberances that can be stepped over.
3. Protuberances that can be walked around.
4. Protuberances that can be negotiated.
(a) On all slope climbing, start at point marked by paint or
flag, _,_th luna-walker in hand ready for walking. On signal, start climbing
the slope at a deliberate pace. Using a stop watch, take the time for climbing
slope, and count the number of paces required. The end point will be marked
with either paint or a flag. After sufficient rest time, turn around and re-
peat the procedure, descending the slope. After another rest period, if re-
quired, repeat the climbing and descending procedure.
(b) Repeat all steps in (a) with a Jacob's staff instead of the
luna-walker.
Geophysical Traverse
Equipment.- Black box with male plug connected to simulate seismic re-
corder, female plug attached to end of piano wire, three geophones, striker
plate, geologist 's pick, luna-walker, camera, tripod or Jacob "_s staff, and
Brtmton compass.
Procedure.- Place black box to simulate seismic recorder at starting point
with plug facing in the direction of traverse. Have observes: with radio com-
munications to subject stand behind box and sight through Brunton compass. Pick
out landmark on horizon for subject to walk toward. Start with equipment on
luna-walker, standing facing the black box. Set star drag on reel to keep suf-
ficient tension on piano wire so that it will lic out straight. Take plug on
end of piano wire and pull off enough wire to reach plug on box. Bend down
enough to attach plug to box, stand up, turn around, and grasp luna-walker.
Then pick up the walker and walk toward the landmark indicating the direction
of the traverse, allowing the piano wire to play out while walking. If subject
gets more than 2 or 3 feet off the line of traverse, the assistant sighting
along the Brunton compass sites directs him back to the line of traverse. Roll
piano wire off the reel in such a manner that it passes under one of the cross
members of the reel and when the 200-foot mark is reached there will be a no- .
ticeable catch.
When the catch is noticed, stop, set the walker down, turn around and by i
either grasping the reel by hand or setting the star drag to tightest position, _!
pull the piano wire tight_ If the piano wire is not laid straight, lift the
frame as high as possible and, by making a Jerking motion, straighten the wire
out, Set the walker down so that the wire remains tight. Remove striker plate _
from stored position and place on the ground below the 200-foot mark. Remove
geologist's pick from stored position, kneel or stoop down and strike the plate _
once with the geologist's pick. Replace the striker plate and pick. Remove _
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camera and take two photographs on opposite sides of the line of traverse at
right angles to the line of traverse while standing. Replace camera and reset
star drag to play out line. Pickup walker and start walking again in direc-
tion of the landmark-, being directed by observer in order to stay close to
straight line.
At catch indicating the 400-foot point, repeat the procedure and, in addi-
tion, after the striker plate is struck, remove a geophone from the kit and
install it on the ground near the position where striker plate was struck.
After finishing procedure, pick up walker and continue until catch indicates
the 600-foot point. Repeat the striker _late, geophone emplacement, and photo-
graphic procedure.
Sampling Traverse
Equipment.- Jacob's staff, l_ma-wa_er, sample bags, sample carlying bag,
geologist's pick_ Scoop, scriber_ csmera_ and abney level.
Procedure.- Sample traverse rill already be laid out. Equipment will be
attached toiuna-walker or Jacob's staff. Pick up walker with sampling equip-
ment attached and walk to point where fresh surface is available for sampling.
Set frame down in an easily reached position near the sampling location. Use
abney level to locate level line across sample. Scribe this line and measure
the slope at a right angle to the level line with the abney level. With abney
level still on the sample spot, take a photograph of the sample location. Re-
move the level and use a geologist.s pick to break off the sample. Place sample
in sample bag, and then in sample carrying bag. Replace all equipment in _er.
Get up and pickup walker and walk to point where weatLered rock is located.
Set walker down where it is convenient to reach from sampie location. Use pick
to remove weathered surface. Scrioe level line, measure slope,_take picture,
break off sample and place in carrying bag. Replace equipment and get up, pick
up walker, and walk to area where rubble covers sample location. Place walker
in convenient location and remove rubble either by hand or with the scoop and
follow procedure for marking and taking sample. Replace too_s, pick up walker,
and carry it to point where dust covers the sample point. Place walker in con-
venient position and remove dust from the sample point with the scoop, and fol-
low ssmpla taking procedure.
Repeat the same procedure as described previously except use the Jacob's
staff instead of the walker.
Passive Instrument Emplacement
Equipment.- Black box with two female connectors, model of selsmograph
with lO0-foot cord attached and with male connector on end, and model of RTG
with _0 feet of cord attached and male connector on end.
Procedure.- Black box, RTG, and seismometer are placed in an area where
black box is to be set up. Selectposltlons for setting up RTG and seismometer
27
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in advance. Bend over, pick up seismometer and carry it to a pre-selected loca-
tion for setting it up (80 to 96 feet from the position where the black box is
initially located). Set seismometer down, pointing one leg in the direction of
the black box and, by using adjustable legs, center leveling bubble by turning
the required threaded bolts to raise or lower the legs. When instrument is
level, unwind the 100 feet of cable attached to the seismometer and take end i
with male coupling on it to black box and connect to black box. Pick up model
of RTG and cart/ to selected site about 40 feet from black box. Place RTG in
position behind an obstruction that will shield black box from line of sight to
RTG, then unwind the _0 feet of cord and take connector to black box so that
compass on top points North, and level black box with the leveling knobs on the
tripod and the bull' s-eye bubble.
Anchor Bolt Emplacement
Equipment_- Model of seismograph to simulate head of core drill, three
steel straps with slots that fit over the leveling screws of the seismograph
model .22-caliber stud driver, blank cartridges, and studs.
Procedure.- Place model in position on surface of rock outcrop and level
roughly. Slip the straps over the leveling screws and arrange on the surface
so that each points in the direction of the leg on which it is attached and
away from the model itself. Ioad stud gun and place where the stud will go
through the strap an_ fire, driving the stud into rock oUtc_rop. Repeat this
procedure for the other two legs. Tighten level bolts to take up any slack in
the straps in such a manner that the model remains level.
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